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China International Chamber of Commerce for the Private Sector



Established in 2011, China International Chamber of Commerce for 

the Private Sector (CICCPS) is the only nationwide comprehensive 

chamber of commerce approved by the Chinese government for 

facilitating global economic cooperation and exchanges.

About  CICCPS



Its core members include many leading private
enterprises such as Lenovo, Fosun, Alibaba,
Shagang Group, Geely Automobile, Sany
Heavy Industry, Hainan Airlines, ELION, New
Hope, Bosideng, Sichuan Hongda, Hanergy
Holding, Chongqing Lifan, RockCheck Group,
Dahai Group and CreatGroup. Many member
enterprises have been listed in Fortune Global
500, Fortune China 500 and Fortune Chinese
Private Enterprises 500. In addition, it provides
international services for 46,000 affiliated
members of chambers of commerce and nearly
5 million private SMEs at all levels, it also
established membership cooperation with
chambers of commerce in over 100 countries.



With growing vitality of Chinese private 

economy across the globe, CICCPS 

already built a comprehensive and effective 

member service system.

CICCPS INTRODUCTION



Relying on the Legal Right Safeguarding Platform,

CICCPS organized legal service network that covers

major countries and regions of five continents, and

established the “Business Conciliation Center” to

guarantee the “going global” of member enterprises.
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The Financial Support and Asset Management Platform of

CICCPS, which was established with the assistance of the Central

Bank, has been authorized the lines of credit by several financial

institutions, and the total amount has reached 330 billion yuan,

which guaranteed the financing and loan needs of member

enterprises.
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Relying on the technology transfer platform, and with the support of national affair
consultants of developed countries such as Germany, America, Japan and Israel, and
relevant institutions, we established the Leipzig International Cooperation Office. We
also introduced several key technologies for member enterprises, and quickened the
transformation and upgrading of private enterprises.
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Development Bank; CICCPS also
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To further explore the development model of “going global” of

Chinese private enterprises and chambers of commerce, CICCPS has

established two frameworks such as “Chamber of Commerce

Cooperation Alliance of Countries along the Belt and Road” and

“Local Work Committee of Domestic Cities along the Belt and

Road”, and one mechanism of “Chamber of Commerce Leadership

Summit of Countries along the Belt and Road”.



Recently, CICCPS has held various activities, including “Annual Meeting for
Chinese Outbound Investment Companies”, “Cross-straits Young Entrepreneurs
Roundtable Conference”, “International Economic Cooperation Lecture”,
“China International Production Capacity Cooperation Forum”, “China Brand
Summit Forum”, and "Chinese and Foreign Ambassadors Forum", “National
Association Cooperation Development Forum”, and these activities have been
widely acknowledged and well received among the public.
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Looking ahead, CICCPS has proposed the vision to build globalized private enterprises

with convening power, the influential international cooperation of private economy, the

chamber of commerce brand with credibility, and the capacity building of chamber of

commerce with vitality, and the “ten firsts”. CICCPS will continue to follow the Belt

and Road Initiative, and to help private enterprises to move forward with globalization.

In addition, it will continuously adapt to, seize and lead the “new normal” of economic

development, strive to realize the ambitious dream.
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